1. Introduction
===============

Forward genetics is applied to understand the genetic basis of the function, structure, and development of living organisms through a phenotype-based approach. Forward genetic research does not require a specific working hypothesis; instead, a heritable phenotype leads to the identification of the underlying genetic change. To determine the genetic basis of animal behavior, this approach requires appropriate animal models. In fact, advances in biology and medical research over the past hundred years have been largely dependent on model organisms. The fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster*, nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans*, zebrafish *Danio rerio*, and house mouse *Mus musculus* are four major model animals in which genetic approaches have been applied (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Fruit flies are invertebrates with an elaborate brain and body structure and behavior. Nematodes are invertebrates with a simpler brain and body structure composed of approximately 950 cells. Zebrafish are vertebrates with small transparent bodies. Mice are mammals and constitute a closer model to humans. Each animal model has advantages and disadvantages over other models. These animal models have led to the elucidation of the genetic basis of complex behaviors such as circadian behavior, sleep, reproductive behavior, and learning. This review mainly focuses on circadian and sleep behaviors that are behaviorally well conserved among different model organisms, showing that a finding in one animal model can be confirmed in another, enabling us to obtain a more general and deeper understanding of conserved animal behaviors.

2. Phenotype-based screening
============================

The basic scheme for forward genetic research is to identify a gene mutation that alters a target phenotype through phenotypic screening of randomly mutagenized organisms. Chemical mutagens such as ethyl nitrosourea (ENU) or ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) are used to induce random point mutations. There are several screening strategies.^[@r01]--[@r03])^

The dominant screening strategy tries to identify a heterozygous mutation that leads to phenotypic changes (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}A, D).^[@r04])^ In the case of mice, ENU is intraperitoneally administered to male mice (called generation 0 \[G0\]), which produces numerous point mutations in mouse spermatogonia and, subsequently, sperm. The next generation is produced by natural mating or *in vitro* fertilization with wild-type females, and the offspring are evaluated for the target phenotype to establish animal pedigrees showing heritable abnormalities. When the pedigree is maintained in a parental inbred strain such as C57BL/6J (B6J), each generation after G0 is called G1, G2, *etc*.

To map the chromosomal regions associated with the abnormal phenotypes, the mutated inbred strain needs to be backcrossed to a different strain. Currently, we have used C57BL/6J (B6J) and C57BL/6N (B6N) as a mutagenized strain and counter strain, respectively.^[@r04])^ The first generation crossed with a different strain are the first filial (F1) mice. We usually used the second backcross generation (N2) for quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis.^[@r04]--[@r06])^ The dominant screening scheme shown in Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}A enables us to identify gene mutations with the least number of generations. Male F1 mice were evaluated to identify mice showing a deviated phenotype, phenodeviants. F1 phenodeviants were then mated with wild-type female mice to obtain the next generation, N2 mice, which were used to examine whether the abnormal phenotype was heritable or not. N2 mice showing heritable abnormalities were subjected to QTL analysis and whole exome sequencing to identify the gene mutations responsible for the altered phenotype. Dominant screening identifies gain-of-function mutations including hypermorphic, antimorphic, and neomorphic mutations, and loss-of-function mutations showing haploinsufficiency.

Recessive screening identifies a homozygous mutation that causes a phenotypic change (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}B, E). Compared with dominant screening, recessive screening requires a larger number of generations to identify a mutation. However, advances in DNA sequencing technology have enabled whole exome sequencing as early as G1 mice, which changes the screening scheme completely.^[@r07])^ Because loss-of-function or null alleles are commonly recessive to the wild-type allele, recessive screening usually leads to the identification of loss-of-function mutants. Whereas both dominant and recessive screenings induce random mutations in wild-type mice, suppressor and enhancer screenings induce mutations in phenodeviant animals. Suppressor screening identifies a gene mutation that suppresses the effect of original mutation, which turns a phenodeviant into a revertant (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}C, F). Enhancer screening identifies a gene mutation that enhances the phenotype of phenodeviants (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}G). In fact, these basic screening strategies can be modified with a variety of technical advances such as sequencing and genome editing technologies.

3. The fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster*
==========================================

3.1. *Drosophila* as a model organism for genetic research.
-----------------------------------------------------------

In 1900, Mendel's laws of inheritance were rediscovered independently by Hugo De Vries, Carl Correns, and Erich von Tscherma. De Vries was a botanist who had been interested in the mechanisms of evolution and the genesis of new species. He originated the novel term "mutation" when he identified a new form of evening primrose, *Oenothera lamarckiana*, and he hypothesized that a new form suddenly arises at random and then is stable for generations, leading him to develop his "mutation theory".^[@r08])^

Thomas Hunt Morgan, who originally trained as an embryologist, was determined to prove the mutation theory with experimental evidence using *Drosophila melanogaster*, which was a newly recognized animal model for genetic research according to Charles William Woodworth's proposal. *Drosophila* can be readily reared in a laboratory without special equipment or a large space, presents a short generation time of 10 days, lays many eggs and has only four pairs of chromosomes, including three pairs of autosomal chromosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes. The presence of large chromosomes, polytene chromosomes, in the salivary glands in the mature *Drosophila* larva made it possible to visually recognize physical chromosomal changes using a microscope, which allowed researchers to link morphological and functional changes in individual flies with chromosomal changes.

After many rounds of trials, Morgan found that a white-eyed mutant *white* suddenly appeared among red-eyed flies and that, once the white-eye trait was identified, it was transmitted to the next generation according to Mendelian inheritance and was linked to the female chromosome, which suggested that a certain region of the chromosome was associated with the genetic determinant for eye color (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).^[@r09],[@r10])^ Around that time, Wilhelm Johannsen introduced the term 'gene' to indicate the physical carrier of a genetic trait. Morgan's student Alfred Sturtevant constructed the first genetic map of a chromosome,^[@r11])^ proving the principle of the concept of "genetic mapping" for diverse phenotypes. Sturtevant reported that *yellow* and *white* mutants showed some abnormalities in mating behaviors,^[@r12])^ which implied that mating behavior is affected by certain genes. Many years later, it turned out that the *white* gene encodes an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter family protein required for the transport of guanine and tryptophan.^[@r13])^

Donald Poulson, one of Morgan's students, launched a study focusing on embryogenesis and developmental biology using mutant fruit flies such as *Notch* mutants,^[@r14])^ which eventually led to the discovery of morphological pattern mutants through the systematic screening of embryonic lethal mutants by Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus, a student of Poulson.^[@r15])^

3.2. Courtship behavior in *Drosophila*.
----------------------------------------

In contrast to the consensus that the morphology and structure of living organisms are largely determined by genes, it was previously generally thought that animal behaviors are too complex to be immediately determined by genetic factors. For example, male courtship behavior in *Drosophila* is a ritual-like behavior, in which a male follows a female, taps the female, sings a song by vibrating one wing, licks the female's genitalia and curls the abdomen to attempt copulation,^[@r16])^ which is an obviously complex behavior. However, the courtship behavior was one of the first behaviors in which researchers found that a single gene specifies a behavior.

A graduate student, Kulbir S. Gill, mentored by Poulson, conducted his thesis research on the development of the sexual organs using fruit flies with random mutations induced by X-rays.^[@r17])^ Because Gill focused on mutant fly pedigrees showing sex-specific sterility, his research revealed morphological as well as functional changes, including sexual behaviors, causing sterility. He established a male-specific infertile mutant that was later referred to as the *fruitless* mutant.^[@r18],[@r19])^ Male homozygous *fruitless* mutants have normal genitalia but do not exhibit courtship behavior toward female flies. Homozygotes *fruitless* females are healthy and fertile. In addition to *fruitless* mutants, Florian von Schilcher performed screening of EMS-induced mutant flies to identify mutants showing an abnormal courtship song^[@r20])^ following the forward genetic study strategy that was developed by Seymour Benzer (see later).^[@r21])^

In 1996, more than 30 years after the first report of the *fruitless* mutant, the *fruitless* gene was isolated. The *fruitless* gene produces sex-specific transcripts resulting in the production of a transcription factor with sex-specific differences in the amino acid sequence.^[@r22],[@r23])^ Male-specific splicing is crucial for male courtship behavior and sexual preference toward females. Female flies with the male-specific transcript showed male courtship behavior,^[@r24])^ suggesting that the male-specific transcript is crucial for the expression of male courtship. The Fruitless protein forms a complex with histone deacetylase 1, heterochromatin protein 1a, and Bonus.^[@r16])^ The male-specific form of the Fruitless protein transrepresses the *robo1* gene, which encodes the receptor for a repulsive axon guidance signal. Female-specific Robo1 expression is crucial for the formation of the sexually dimorphic neural circuit that is required for normal courtship behavior.^[@r25])^ Thus, the genetic approach for examining courtship behavior elucidated the developmental mechanism of the sexually dimorphic neural circuit responsible for sex-specific behaviors. Because the *fruitless* gene does not have a mammalian homologue, this finding cannot be applied to mammals, but it suggests that a similar genetic mechanism exists for the formation of the sexually dimorphic structure that underlies innate sex-specific behaviors in mammals.

3.3. Circadian behavior in *Drosophila*.
----------------------------------------

When EMS was recognized as a highly potent mutagen for *Drosophila*,^[@r26])^ Benzer started his visionary research on behavior using inbred flies that were randomly mutagenized with this chemical mutagen to identify genes regulating a target phenotype through systematic screening.^[@r21])^ Benzer established the basic strategy of forward genetics that has led to novel discoveries in neuroscience, developmental biology, immunology, metabolism and other research areas. We still use the Benzerian scheme for forward genetics today.

Circadian behavior is defined as behavior internally entrained to the circadian rhythm that is robust without an external signal, zeitgeber, such as the light--dark change. Ronald Konopka who studied circadian rhythm in plants, joined the Benzer lab as a graduate student and worked on a project aimed at identifying fly mutants showing abnormal circadian behavior. Konopka first examined eclosion rhythm in constant darkness as a readout of circadian behavior. However, eclosion is a single event within the entire life cycle, so Konopka started to examine the locomotor activity of each fly as an index of circadian rhythm. He successfully established three fruit fly pedigrees showing behavioral abnormalities related to circadian rhythm. Mapping and complementation tests suggested that the three mutants showed alterations in the same gene,^[@r27])^ which was later named *period* (*per*). Jeffrey Hall, who was a postdoc in the Benzer lab, continued to try to identify the *per* gene in a collaboration with Michael Rosbash. They and Michael Young independently, finally succeeded in identifying the *per* gene,^[@r28]--[@r31])^ followed by a report on *per* transcripts.^[@r32])^

Mechanistic insight into the circadian rhythm generation was obtained from the critical finding of a circadian change in the abundance of PER protein, showing a peak during the night, which was not recognized in the mutant pedigrees.^[@r33])^ The abundance of *per* mRNA also showed circadian rhythmicity, with a peak several hours before the peak in PER protein,^[@r34])^ which led Rosbash *et al.* to propose a negative feedback loop of clock genes at the transcriptional and translational levels.^[@r34])^ PER protein has an approximately 270-amino-acid sequence called the PER-ARNT-SIM (PAS) domain.^[@r35])^ In line with their hypothesis, Rosbash and colleagues showed that the PER protein belongs to the basic-helix-loop-helix PAS family of transcription regulators.^[@r36])^ Genetic screening identified a second core clock gene, *timeless* (*tim*), which also encodes a basic-helix-loop-helix PAS protein and exhibits circadian changes in abundance.^[@r37],[@r38])^ TIM protein forms a complex with PER protein,^[@r39],[@r40])^ which further supports the transcription--translation feedback loop as the basic mechanism for counting time. Moreover, continued forward genetic screening of randomly mutagenized fruit flies identified *Clock* (*Clk*),^[@r41])^ *cryptochrome* (*cry*),^[@r42])^ and *cycle* (*cyc*).^[@r43])^ *Clk* is the *Drosophila* homologue of mammalian *Clock*.^[@r44])^ Both CLK and CYC are basic helix-loop-helix PAS transcription factors and form a dimer to transactivate *per* and *tim*. Subsequently, the PER/TIM complex blocks the transcriptional activity of CLK and CYC.^[@r45],[@r46])^ Thus, the four core clock proteins form a closed feedback loop with a certain time lag.

Genetic studies also identified the kinase double-time (DBT), which is homologous to mammalian casein kinase Iε, to be important for the degradation of PER protein via phosphorylation.^[@r47],[@r48])^ Slimb, an F-box/WD40 protein family of the ubiquitin ligase SCF complex is necessary for the degradation of the phosphorylated PER protein.^[@r49],[@r50])^ Screening of 2300 *Drosophila* lines with UAS-GAL4-based mis/overexpression found that the overexpression of *shaggy* (*sgg*) shortened the circadian period.^[@r51])^ *sgg* encodes a *Drosophila* orthologue of glycogen synthase kinase-3, which alters the degradation of TIM through the phosphorylation of TIM protein.^[@r51])^ These discoveries based on genetic approaches and subsequent biochemical and molecular studies led to the current understanding of the molecular basis of circadian behavior in *Drosophila*.^[@r52])^

It is important to note that the feedback loop of core clock genes requires many output pathways to entrain animal behavior to the circadian cycle. The *narrow abdomen* (*na*) mutant was originally identified on the basis of its abdominal morphology.^[@r53])^ The screening of EMS-induced mutagenized flies for resistance to halothane identified *har38*, *har56*, *har63*, and *har85*.^[@r54],[@r55])^ *har38* and *har85* are allelic to *na* and exhibit circadian abnormalities.^[@r56])^ The locomotion of *Drosophila* shows two peaks per day, in the morning and evening, but *na* mutant flies show decreased locomotion during the morning peak. The *na* gene encodes an orthologue of NALCN that forms a voltage-independent, nonselective cation channel.^[@r57],[@r58])^ UNC79 and UNC80, orthologues of *C. elegans unc-79* and *unc-80*, are required for NA to properly function,^[@r59])^ similar to the situation in mammals (see below^[@r60])^). In the morning, a sodium conductance via NA depolarizes DN1p neurons, which is required for the morning peak.^[@r61])^ NCA localizing factor-1 (NLF-1) is essential for the proper translocation of NA/NCA in *Drosophila*^[@r61])^ and *C. elegans*.^[@r62])^

In addition to *na*, several other genes have been identified as downstream of the core clock, including the neuropeptide pigment-dispersing factor (PDF),^[@r63])^ a member of the BK family of voltage-dependent Ca^2+^-activated potassium channels including *slowpoke* (*slo*),^[@r64])^ and *ebony*.^[@r65])^ Behavioral screening of P-element insertion mutant lines identified the gene encoding the PDF receptor (PDFR).^[@r66])^ Independently, behavioral phenotyping of *Drosophila* ion channel mutants and expression screening of orphan G protein-coupled receptors for the PDF receptor led to the identification of the same gene.^[@r67],[@r68])^ The PDF-PDFR signaling is crucial for synchronizing clock cells and orchestrating behaviors through the stabilization of PER.^[@r52])^ Knockdown of *Nlf-1* in PDF neurons reduced free-running rhythm in constant darkness,^[@r61])^ suggesting that NLF-1-dependent NA localization is required for the proper function of PDF neurons.

3.4. Learning behavior in *Drosophila*.
---------------------------------------

Learning behavior is essential for animals to forage and survive in changing environments. Benzer's student, Willian Quinn, established a screening system for odor-conditioned behavior,^[@r69])^ and obtained the fly pedigree *dunce*, which exhibited deficits in learning behavior.^[@r70])^ This approach further established the *turnip* and *rutabaga* mutants, which showed abnormal association learning similar to *dunce* mutant flies.^[@r71])^ cAMP phosphodiesterase is abnormal in *dunce* mutant flies.^[@r72])^ Subsequently, the *dunce* gene was found to encode calcium/calmodulin-dependent cAMP phosphodiesterase.^[@r73])^ Similarly, *rutabaga* mutant flies exhibited reduced adenylate cyclase activity,^[@r74])^ and the *rutabaga* gene product is a calcium-dependent adenylate cyclase.^[@r75])^ Thus, forward genetic studies using flies support the hypothesis that cAMP and calcium play an important role in learning and memory, and more specifically, at synapses. These findings are consistent with a series of pioneering works using sea slugs, *Aplysia californica*.^[@r76])^ Pharmacological and biochemical studies suggested the existence of receptors in the cell membrane that led to an increase in cAMP in response to the extracellular ligand.^[@r77])^ Subsequently, the cloning of G-protein-coupled receptors for neurotransmitters led to the elucidation of the molecular basis of learning and memory via cAMP signaling.^[@r78])^

3.5. Sleep-like behavior in *Drosophila*.
-----------------------------------------

In 2000, the behavioral definition of sleep was established and applied to *Drosophila*.^[@r79],[@r80])^ Sleep-like behavior is quiescence that meets the following behavioral criteria: 1) an increased threshold to be aroused, *i.e.*, decreased responsiveness to sensory stimuli; 2) rapid arousal in response to strong stimuli, different from conscious disturbance or anesthesia; 3) timing synchronized with the circadian rhythm; and 4) homeostatic regulation. Sleep-like behavior of *Drosophila* is commonly defined as an inactivity state longer than 5 min according to monitoring the breaking of an infrared beam.^[@r81],[@r82])^ This simple monitoring system led sleep-like behavior to become a target of forward genetic research. Cirelli *et al.* succeeded in establishing a short sleeper pedigree and identifying the gene mutation responsible in a potassium channel *Shaker*.^[@r83])^ Previously, *Shaker* mutants were characterized by abnormal behaviors and the responsible gene was cloned in 1987.^[@r84]--[@r86])^ Accordingly, flies carrying a mutation in the *Hyperkinetic* gene, which encodes the β subunit of the Shaker channel, showed short sleep time.^[@r87])^ The investigation of another short sleep pedigree led to the identification of *sleepless*,^[@r88])^ which is a modulator of the Shaker channel.^[@r89])^ Sleepless also modulates the expression of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors.^[@r90])^ Another short sleep fly pedigree, *redeye*, was attributed to a loss-of-function mutant of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors.^[@r91])^ Although the Shaker channel is broadly expressed in the brain, knockdown of *Shaker* in sleep-promoting dorsal fan-shaped body neurons resulted in short sleep time accompanied by a longer interspike interval of the neurons,^[@r92])^ indicating that the dorsal fan-shaped body is the brain region responsible for the short sleep in *Shaker* mutants. The dorsal fan-shaped body is also responsible for short sleep in the *fumin* mutant,^[@r93])^ which exhibits a mutation in dopamine transporter.^[@r94])^

Sleep screening of fruit flies with neuron-specific knockdown of genes using more than 4000 UAS-RNAi lines showed that knockdown of *Rca1* (regulator of cyclin A1), a homologue of a mammalian early mitotic inhibitor 1, decreased sleep time.^[@r95])^ Consistent with the role of Rca1 in the proper expression and function of cyclin A, knockdown of cyclin A resulted in a decreased sleep time. Another forward genetic study independently found that Taranis (TARA), a *Drosophila* homologue of the Trip-Br (SERTAD) family of transcriptional coregulators, regulates sleep-like behavior.^[@r96])^ TARA regulates cyclin A protein levels and physically interacts with cyclin A to promote sleep through cyclin-dependent kinase 1 activity. Thus, two independent studies indicated the possibility that cell cycle regulation may be involved in sleep regulation.

Sleep screening of EMS-induced randomly mutagenized flies established the *insomniac* (*inc*) mutant line, which showed a short sleep time.^[@r97])^ The *inc* gene encodes a BTB/POZ superfamily protein that functions as an adaptor for the Cullin-3 ubiquitin ligase complex. Independently, reverse genetic screening of 1297 alleles covering 1015 genes led to the finding that loss of *inc* and *Cullin-3* resulted in a short sleep.^[@r98])^

Almost all *Drosophila* mutants for sleep-like behavior based on loss-of-function mutants show prolonged wakefulness, rather than an increase in sleep-like behavior. Toda *et al.* adopted an opposite approach. Gain-of-function screening using more than 12,000 fly lines that express different transcripts using a pan-neuronal driver identified *nemuri*.^[@r99])^ NEMURI is a secreted peptide and is involved in sleep homeostasis and sickness during infection.

These discoveries proved that sleep-like behavior is regulated by a subset of genes similar to circadian behavior. However, in contrast to circadian behavior, the discovery of sleep-like behavior-regulating genes did not lead to the elucidation of a basic and conserved mechanism similar to the transcription--translation feedback loop scheme. Thus, the basic regulatory mechanism of sleep remains unclear.

4. The nematode, *Caenorhabditis elegans*
=========================================

4.1. *C. elegans* as a model organism.
--------------------------------------

Sydney Brenner wrote that "Behavior is the result of a complex and ill-understood set of computations performed by nervous systems and it seems essential to decompose the problem into two: one concerned with the question of the genetic specification of nervous systems and the other with the way nervous systems work to produce behavior" in his seminal paper announcing *C. elegans* as a new animal model for genetics and neuroscience (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).^[@r100])^ He considered fruit flies to be too large, too complicated, and to have too many neurons to understand. *C. elegans* are free-living nematodes with a 1-mm body length. Most *C. elegans* are self-reproducing hermaphrodites, in which each animal produces both sperm and eggs, and they can be easily maintained. An adult hermaphrodite is composed of 959 somatic cells, including 302 neurons. EMS-treatment enables the induction of random mutations in *C. elegans* and establishes *C. elegans* mutant pedigrees that exhibit characteristic abnormalities in morphology or movement. Brenner named any mutants showing abnormal behavior *unc* mutants, which led to the definition of more than 60 *unc* mutant genes.^[@r100])^ Brenner's graduate student Jonathan Hodgkin continued to work on *C. elegans* from the early 1970s onward^[@r101_add])^ and registered many *C. elegans* mutants including *unc-78*, *unc-79*, and *unc-80*, which turned out to be crucial for the function of NALCN/NA.^[@r59],[@r60])^

4.2. Genetic studies using *C. elegans*.
----------------------------------------

*C. elegans* lives for 3 weeks, which is the shortest lifespan among major model animals. Long lifespan mutants were isolated,^[@r101])^ in which the gene responsible *age-1* was mapped.^[@r102])^ This finding provided striking evidence that a single gene can lengthen lifespan. Subsequently, *daf-2* and *daf-16* mutants were reported to live twice as long.^[@r103])^ *age-1* encodes a catalytic subunit of PI3 kinase.^[@r104])^ The *daf-2* gene encodes a receptor for insulin-like growth factor.^[@r105])^ Subsequent studies identified other genes for long lifespan, which led to the finding that insulin-like growth factor and mTOR signaling play a crucial role in lifespan and aging.^[@r106],[@r107])^

The *C. elegans unc-79* and *unc-80* mutants show increased sensitivity to the volatile anesthetic halothane.^[@r108])^ Because *Drosophila na* mutants show an abnormal response to halothane,^[@r56])^ the *na* orthologues *nca-1* and *nca-2* can be associated with *unc-79* in *C. elegans*.^[@r109])^ *unc-80* was cloned, and the gene product was shown to be required for the proper localization of sodium leak channels, NCA-1 and NCA-2.^[@r110])^ Then, it was shown that both UNC-79 and UNC-80 were necessary for the proper localization and function of NCA-1/2.^[@r111],[@r112])^ Genetic suppressor screening of gain-of-function *nca* mutants identified *nlf-1* as a suppressor of nca.^[@r62])^ NLF-1 is localized at the endoplasmic reticulum and increases the translocation of NA to the cell membrane. These findings according to genetic studies of *C. elegans unc-79*, *unc-80*, and *nlf-1* contributed to elucidate the role of their orthologs in circadian and sleep behaviors in fruit flies and mice.

4.3. Sleep-like behavior in *C. elegans*.
-----------------------------------------

*C. elegans* lives in a habitat with circadian changes in light and temperature; therefore, this species may show circadian changes in locomotion,^[@r113],[@r114])^ However, the rhythm is highly diverse and is not robust compared with those in other model organisms.^[@r115],[@r116])^

*C. elegans* exhibits several types of quiescent states that meet the behavior criteria for sleep. *C. elegans* larva has four periods of lethargus that lasts for approximately 2 hours, during which the worms show only a few movements and are less responsive to external stimuli.^[@r117])^ This quiescence is regulated in a homeostatic manner.^[@r117]--[@r119])^ Loss-of-function mutants of *Lin-42*, homologous to the clock gene *period*, show long and arrhythmic molts and lethargus stages.^[@r120])^ Sickness-induced sleep is distinct from lethargus,^[@r121],[@r122])^ which is induced by the FMRFamide-like neuropeptide FLP-13, secreted from ALA neurons in response to stress or sickness.^[@r123])^ Suppressor screening of EMS-induced mutagenized worms with *flp-13* overexpression identified a G-protein-coupled receptor, DMSR-1 as a receptor for FLP-13.^[@r124])^

5. The zebrafish, *D. rerio*
============================

5.1. Forward genetics research using zebrafish.
-----------------------------------------------

The zebrafish *D. rerio* is a tropical freshwater fish that originally inhabited small rivers, streams, and paddy fields in South Asia. In 1981, George Streisinger and his colleagues established zebrafish as a vertebrate model animal by producing homozygous diploid zebrafish (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).^[@r125])^ Zebrafish have a short body length of 3 cm and a generation time of 3--4 months, lay several hundred eggs weekly and are easy to handle and care for. Their bodies are transparent from the early embryonic stage to adulthood, which is very useful for studying ontogeny. These characteristics have made zebrafish a popular genetic model.^[@r126])^ Initially, γ-rays were used to induce random mutations in zebrafish.^[@r127])^ However, irradiation often causes large deletions, translocations, or other gross chromosomal changes, which make it difficult to accurately identify the genes responsible for the abnormal phenotypes. Subsequently, ENU was shown to be a highly potent mutagen for inducing point mutations in zebrafish,^[@r128]--[@r130])^ which promoted forward genetic research using mutagenized zebrafish in the fields of developmental biology^[@r131]--[@r135])^ and tumorigenesis.^[@r136]--[@r138])^ ENU-based mutagenesis is a very simple and powerful tool, but it is not easy to pinpoint the exact mutation involved, and insertion mutagenesis using retroviral vectors^[@r139])^ or transposons^[@r140],[@r141])^ has also been used.^[@r142])^

The first behavioral screening in zebrafish was conducted using locomotion as a phenotype.^[@r143])^ For more complex behaviors such as addictive behavior, Darland and Dowling modified a conditioned place preference test, which was shown to be suitable for zebrafish and was used to establish several zebrafish pedigrees showing a blunt response to cocaine through behavioral screening of ENU-mutagenized zebrafish.^[@r144])^ Subsequent screening of zebrafish for the response to nicotine using insertion mutagenesis identified mutations in the *chaperone containing protein 8* and *Gaba-B receptor 1.2* genes.^[@r145])^ Although the number of behavioral studies in this model species has been rather small so far, advances in the visualization and assessment of zebrafish behavior^[@r146],[@r147])^ will increase the number of forward genetic studies on zebrafish behavior.

5.2. Circadian and sleep-like behaviors in zebrafish.
-----------------------------------------------------

Larval zebrafish show a robust diurnal activity pattern with small interindividual variability. Zebrafish show circadian behavior, similar to that of mammals, but the zebrafish body can directly sense and entrain light with no need for eyes or the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN).^[@r148])^ Zebrafish exhibited a core clock loop similar to mammals.^[@r149])^ Dominant screening of mutagenized zebrafish larvae led to the isolation of several pedigrees showing an altered circadian period.^[@r150])^ One of the pedigrees had a mutation in the *Clock* gene resulting in the substitution of a conserved isoleucine (I254N).^[@r151])^

Larval and adult zebrafish exhibit a resting state that fulfills the behavioral criteria for sleep.^[@r152])^ Zebrafish larvae overexpressing one of 1268 human peptides were used for the large-scale screening of sleep abnormalities, which identified a neuropeptide, neuromedin U (Nmu), as a wakefulness-promoting factor.^[@r153])^ Nmu promotes wakefulness via Nmu receptor type 2 and corticotropin-releasing hormone receptor 1.

6. The mouse, *M. musculus*
===========================

6.1. Inbred mice.
-----------------

Mice are the closest model to humans among commonly used animal models for genetic studies. In 1909, C. C. Little started mating mice to construct inbred mouse strains. Little was interested in the mouse's response to transplanted tumors, which led him to conclude that genetically homogenous mice are necessary for genetic research using mice.^[@r154])^ He successfully established the first well-characterized inbred mouse strain DBA (Dilute, Brown and non-Agouti). In 1921, Little mated female 57 with male 52 that were obtained from Abbie Lathrop, eventually leading to the establishment of C57BL/6, which is the most popular mouse strain used in behavioral neuroscience and metabolism research worldwide.^[@r155])^ Little founded the Jackson Laboratory in 1929 and then started distributing inbred mice. Now, the genome sequences of major inbred mouse strains are available,^[@r156])^ which makes it easy to conduct QTL analysis.

6.2. Forward genetics research using mice.
------------------------------------------

The circadian changes in locomotion are valid for the assessment of circadian behavior in rodents. A running wheel is a simple and robust way to assess circadian changes.^[@r157])^ When Martin Ralph, a graduate student in Michael Menaker lab, was examining the circadian behavior of outbred Syrian hamsters in a shipment from Charles River Laboratories, he found that one hamster showed a short free-running period in constant darkness. This phenotype turned out to be heritable and semidominant in 1988.^[@r158])^ This serendipitous discovery of the first mammalian circadian rhythm mutant, *tau*, proved that the circadian rhythm can be strongly influenced by a set of genes in mammals. The *tau* gene was identified as casein kinase Iε in 2000.^[@r159])^

Joseph Takahashi, who was a graduate student in Michael Menaker lab, determined to take a Benzerian approach using mice even though mice are less suitable for forward genetic studies than the other model organisms discussed above because mice have a generation time of approximately 4--5 months, which is much longer than that of fruit flies, and mouse research required much more space and equipment. ENU is a potent mutagen in mice (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}),^[@r160],[@r161])^ and the screening of hyperphenylalaninemia in ENU-induced mutagenized mice identified a gene mutation in the phenylalanine hydroxylase gene.^[@r162])^ Takahashi and colleagues injected ENU into C57BL mice with a tight period length^[@r163])^ and successfully identified a mutant mouse among 304 G1 mice showing a long circadian period in a very early phase of screening, 25th mice,^[@r164])^ which then became the founder of the *Clock* mutant pedigree. The *Clock* gene was the first core clock gene in mammal and encodes a basic-helix-loop-helix PAS transcription factor.^[@r44])^

After the success of forward genetics for circadian behavior, ENU-mutagenized mice were used for the investigation of other behaviors, including memory using the fear-conditioning paradigm,^[@r165])^ open field activity, and psychostimulant responses.^[@r166])^ Because the scheme of dominant screening is rather simple, the scale of screening can be expanded. Large-scale mutagenesis in mice using ENU has been applied to generate mutant mouse resource, similar to work in other genetic model organisms such as *C. elegans* and *Drosophila*, for a variety of phenotypes, including behavior assessed by locomotion and prepulse inhibition.^[@r167]--[@r170])^ Large-scale recessive screening has also been performed for multiple phenotypes, including sleep.^[@r171])^

6.3. Circadian rhythm research using mice.
------------------------------------------

In 1997, soon after the discovery of the *Clock* gene,^[@r44])^ *Per1*, a mammalian homologue of the *Drosophila per* gene was cloned,^[@r172],[@r173])^ followed by the identification of *Per2*^[@r174],[@r175])^ and *Per3*.^[@r174],[@r176],[@r177])^ PER proteins belong to the basic-helix-loop-helix PAS family of transcription regulators. Importantly, the abundance of *Per1*, *Per2*, and *Per3* in the SCN showed circadian oscillation,^[@r172]--[@r175])^ which suggests the transcription--translation feedback of *Per* may work as the core mechanism of mammalian circadian rhythm, similar to fruit flies.

In 1997, *brain and muscle Arnt-like 1* (*Bmal1*) (also known as aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator like \[*Arntl*\]) was originally identified as a new member of basic helix-loop-helix PAS proteins through a database search on human EST.^[@r178],[@r179])^ The next year, it was reported that BMAL1 forms a heterodimer with CLOCK and that the CLOCK/BMAL1 heterodimer binds to the E-box sites in the 5′ flanking region of the *Per1* gene to transactivate *Per1* in mice.^[@r180],[@r181])^ *Bmal1* is a mammalian orthologue of *Drosophila cyc*;^[@r45])^ thus, the CLOCK/BMAL complex in mammals corresponds to the CLK/CYC heterodimer in *Drosophila*. These heterodimers containing CLOCK or its orthologue commonly transactivates *Per* genes.

Mammalian *Cry1* and *Cry2* were cloned as genes that are homologous to the plant blue light receptor and *Drosophila cry*.^[@r182]--[@r184])^ CRY1 and CRY2 form a complex with PER to inhibit the CLOCK/BMAL1 complex^[@r185])^ and are also involved in the light entrainment of the circadian rhythm.^[@r186],[@r187])^ Thus, the CLOCK/BMAL1 heterodimer transactivates *Per1*, which in turn inhibits the action of the CLOCK/BMAL1 complex through the PER/CRY heterodimer. Additionally, two basic-helix-loop-helix PAS transcription factors, DEC1 and DEC2, suppress CLOCK/BMAL1-induced expression of *Per1*.^[@r188])^ These transcription--translation feedback loops constitute a core clock mechanism in mammals.^[@r185],[@r189])^ Thus, the mammalian circadian clock was elucidated in a very short period of time mainly through the advanced homology-based cloning method and biochemical assays to identify a binding partner, following the basic scheme according to *Drosophila* circadian research.

Takahashi and colleagues continued forward genetic research to identify mutations in *casein kinase I*ε gene of the hamster *tau* mutant pedigree,^[@r159])^ *F-box and leucine-rich repeat proteins 3* (*Fbxl3*) gene of the *Overtime* mutant pedigree,^[@r190])^ and *Fbxl21* gene of the *Past-time* mutant pedigree.^[@r191])^ Nolan and colleagues also found a mutation in the *Fbxl3* gene of the *After-hours* mutant pedigree.^[@r193_add])^ Of note, biochemical analyses have also identified casein kinase Iε,^[@r192])^ FBXL3,^[@r193])^ and FBXL21^[@r194])^ as molecules required for the proper oscillation of clock genes. Casein kinase Iε was reported to phosphorylate PER proteins and regulate the abundance.^[@r195],[@r196])^ An F-box protein, FBXL3, is a component of the SKP1-CUL1-F-box-protein (SCF) E3 ubiquitin ligase complex and is involved in the degradation of CRY proteins.^[@r190],[@r193])^ FBXL21, a paralogue of FBXL3, also regulates ubiquitin-dependent degradation of CRY proteins.^[@r193],[@r194])^ These findings were consistent with earlier reports on the *casein kinase I*ε orthologue gene mutation in *double-time* (*dbt*) mutant,^[@r47],[@r48])^ and an F-box protein of the SCF ubiquitin ligase complex, Slimb, in *Drosophila*.^[@r49],[@r50])^

Takahashi and colleagues conducted suppressor screening using mice to identify *upstream transcription factor 1* (*Usf1*) as a suppressor of the gain-of-function *Clock* mutant mice.^[@r197])^ In contrast to strong circadian abnormality in the *Clock* mutant mice, *Clock*-deficient mice showed robust circadian behavior with mild periodicity changes.^[@r198])^ Apart from a classical genetic approach, a systems biological approach demonstrated that nuclear receptors, REV-ERBα and REV-ERBβ (encoded by NR1D1 and NR1D2, respectively) and retinoic acid-related orphan receptors (RORs) and their response element constitute another circadian loop.^[@r199],[@r200])^ Biochemical analysis of the *Bmal1* promoter also found that REV-ERBα and REV-ERBβ led to the repression of *Bmal1* and *Clock* via the ROR response element.^[@r201])^

Molecular understanding of the circadian rhythm has continued to advance.^[@r202])^ What is special about circadian behavior is that the molecular players involved and the basic scheme of the transcription--translation feedback loop are conserved among invertebrates and vertebrates. Thus, a finding in one model organism can be quickly examined and confirmed in another model animal.

6.4. Reverse genetic studies on sleep in mice.
----------------------------------------------

The development of a method for modifying a specific gene, gene-targeting, enabled examination of the phenotypes of mice deficient in a certain gene.^[@r203])^ An approach that seeks to gain a better understanding of a target phenotype through gene-modified mice is called reverse genetics. The first behavior that was examined in gene-deficient mice was memory.^[@r204],[@r205])^ The first application of the Cre-loxP system in the brain was to examine the role of the hippocampus in memory formation.^[@r206],[@r207])^ Since then, memory and learning have been among the most commonly studied topics with further elaboration using genetic, electrophysiological, and imaging techniques.^[@r208])^

The International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC), which is a worldwide multicenter project, has produced and phenotyped more than 20,000 knockout mouse strains to generate a comprehensive catalog of mouse gene functions for every protein-coding gene.^[@r209],[@r210])^ Multicenter large-scale phenotyping of knockout mice, including behavioral analysis^[@r211])^ have continued to produce results in the field of developmental,^[@r212])^ disease,^[@r213])^ and metabolism research.^[@r214])^

In general, a gene to be modified is selected based on the expected function of the molecule. For example, most reverse genetic studies on sleep have been conducted in mice deficient in genes that are known to regulate sleep/wakefulness according to pharmacological and physiological studies such as the receptors for noradrenaline, histamine, 5-HT, dopamine, and acetylcholine.^[@r215])^ In some cases, gene-modified mice failed to show the predicted sleep changes. For example, a normal wake time was observed in mice deficient in histidine decarboxylase, a rate-limiting enzyme for a wake-promoting neurotransmitter, histamine,^[@r216])^ perhaps because of redundant regulation of sleep/wakefulness.

An exceptional success was provided by the serendipitous discovery by Yanagisawa and colleagues of narcolepsy-like sleep abnormalities in mice deficient in orexin,^[@r217])^ which was identified as a neuropeptide that promotes food intake.^[@r218])^ This surprising finding, together with studies in narcoleptic dogs,^[@r219])^ led to the identification of the orexin system as the core of narcolepsy pathogenesis.^[@r220])^ Of note, mice deficient in core clock genes frequently show sleep abnormalities in normal light--dark conditions in which mutant mice generally show normal circadian behavior. *Clock* mutant mice showed a shorter total non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep.^[@r221])^ *Bmal1*-deficient mice exhibited an increase in total NREM sleep.^[@r222])^ These findings may be important, but the underlying mechanisms remain unknown.

Many *Drosophila* short sleep mutants harbor mutations in *Shaker* or related molecules; therefore, potassium channels may play an important role in sleep regulation in mammals. The voltage-gated potassium channel has a structure in which a domain with six transmembrane segments is repeated four times. Mice exhibit approximately 40 voltage-gated potassium channels, which are divided into 12 subfamilies. Kv1.1 (KCNA1) to Kv1.8 (KCNA10) are mammalian Shaker-related channels. Among these channels, mice deficient in voltage-dependent potassium channel α-subunit Kv1.2 (KCNA2) (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}A) exhibited an increased awakening time, decreased NREM sleep time, and no change in REM sleep time.^[@r223])^ Thus, both *Drosophila* and mammals exhibit an increased arousal time due to Shaker-related channel deletion. Unfortunately, deficiency in many Shaker-related channel genes in mice causes embryonic lethality, developmental abnormalities, and epilepsy, so these mutants are not suitable for examining sleep/wakefulness. Recently, a systems biology approach together with the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 method revealed sleep changes in mice deficient in Ca^2+^-dependent potassium channels, voltage-dependent calcium channels and Ca^2+^/calmodulin-dependent kinase.^[@r224])^ The *Cacna1a* gene mutation was identified in the *Drowsy* mutant pedigree that shows long NREM sleep time (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}B).^[@r04])^

6.5. Forward genetic studies on sleep in mice.
----------------------------------------------

Considering that the size and structure of fruit fly brains are greatly different from those of mammals and REM sleep is not recognized in *Drosophila*, the mouse is an ideal genetic model for studying mammalian sleep. However, high-throughput screening based on electroencephalogram/electromyography recording is very challenging and labor-intensive. Moreover, mammalian sleep is thought to be controlled with high redundancy, which makes it difficult to establish families with heritable sleep abnormalities. Therefore, nobody has yet applied the Benzerian approach to mammalian sleep.

We conducted dominant screening for sleep as in Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}A using B6J and B6N as mutagenized and counter strains, respectively. We successfully established the *Sleepy* (*Slp*) mutant pedigree showing a long NREM sleep time and then performed linkage analysis to obtain a large single peak logarithm of the odds score on chromosome 9. Whole-exome sequencing identified the responsible gene mutation in the *Sik3* gene. The SIK3 protein is a kinase with a kinase domain at the amino terminus side (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}D) and belongs to the AMP kinase family.^[@r225])^ The mutation is located at the splice donor site of intron 13, which causes skipping of exon 13 and in-frame deletion (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}E). The exon 13-encoded region has a well conserved protein kinase A (PKA)-phosphorylated serine residue, serine 551 (S551). When S551 is substituted with alanine (S551A) (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}F) or aspartic acid (S551D), mice showed a decreased NREM sleep time similar to *Sleepy* mutant mice.^[@r226])^ SIK3 protein variants exhibited decreased binding to 14-3-3 proteins compared with the wild-type SIK3 protein.^[@r226])^ Although it is unclear whether binding to 14-3-3 protein itself is important for sleep control, changes in the biochemical properties of the SIK3 protein may lead to a reduced waking time.

The *Drosophila* *Sik3* orthologue has a S551-equivalent residue (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}G). Overexpression of the alanine-substituted SIK3 orthologue increased sleep-like behavior in *Drosophila*.^[@r227])^ A loss-of-function mutant of the *Drosophila Sik3* orthologue and the *C. elegans Sik3* orthologue *kin-29* (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}H) showed a decrease in the amount of time spent in sleep-like behavior or lethargus. These results indicated that PKA-SIK3 signaling plays a crucial and conserved role in sleep regulation.

Of note, *Sleepy* mutant mice were reported to exhibit circadian rhythm behavior similar to that of wild-type mice, whereas *Sik3* gene-deficient mice exhibited prolonged periodicity in conditions of constant darkness.^[@r228])^ Gain-of-function mutations and loss-of-function mutations do not necessarily result in opposite phenotypes.

Phosphoproteomics analysis using *Sleepy* mutant mice and sleep-deprived wild-type mice identified increased phosphorylation of 80 phosphoproteins, which is thought to be a molecular signature of sleep need. Sixty nine of 80 phosphoproteins were associated with the function or structure of synapses.^[@r229])^ In addition to SIK3, ERK^[@r230])^ and Ca^2+^/calmodulin-dependent kinase^[@r224])^ were also reported to regulate sleep.

A forward genetic study established the *Dreamless* mutant pedigree that is characterized by short REM sleep episode duration and short REM sleep time. The causal mutation was found to be a point mutation in the *Nalcn* gene.^[@r227])^ The NALCN protein is a voltage-independent nonselective cation channel that is composed of four repeats of six transmembrane segments (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}C).^[@r231]--[@r233])^ The mutation results in asparagine-to-lysine substitution in segment 6 of domain I. The mutant NALCN protein showed increased ionic conductance compared with wild-type NALCN protein in HEK293 cells. *Dreamless* mutant mouse brain slices showed a higher membrane potential and higher firing rate of the midbrain deep nucleus neurons, which are REM-off neurons,^[@r234])^ than wild-type mice. However, such changes in the excitability of neurons are not necessarily specific to REM-off neurons, so it remains unknown how the mutant NALCN causes the characteristic REM sleep abnormalities. NALCN is abundantly expressed in the SCN, a master clock. Similar to the blunt peak in the *Drosophila* circadian pattern observed in the *na* mutant,^[@r61])^ *Dreamless* mutant mice showed a lower amplitude of rhythmic behavior with a normal circadian period length,^[@r227])^ suggesting that NALCN is not required for the determination of circadian rhythm but for generating output from the SCN, similar to *na* in *Drosophila*. Since studies using *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* have elucidated UNC-79, UNC-80 and NLF-1 as crucial components of proper NALCN function, these molecules are also thought to regulate sleep/wakefulness. Of note, a screen of ENU-mutagenized mice led to the identification of a heterozygous *Unc79* null mutation responsible for abnormal ethanol response.^[@r235])^

Although forward and reverse genetic studies identified many genes that affect sleep, most sleep-regulating genes are not functionally connected as seen in genes that are involved in circadian behavior. Connecting these sleep-regulating genes is the major challenge in the future.

7. New approaches using genome editing
======================================

A recent breakthrough in genome editing, CRISPR/Cas9 technology,^[@r236])^ will bring a new era in both forward and reverse genetics. The CRISPR/Cas9 method using multiplexed pools of single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) has been used for mutagenesis screening for organ development including electrical synapses in zebrafish.^[@r237]--[@r239])^ This approach facilitated reverse genetic screening of hundreds of genes of interest for a target phenotype that accelerates the screening of the selected genes and can examine the additive effect compared with a sgRNA. In addition, the use of tissue-specific Cas9 expression enables more spatially or cell-type targeted screening than conventional embryonic stem cell-based gene-targeting. Fruit flies that express Cas9 restricted in mushroom body γ neurons, together with the ubiquitous expression of sgRNAs, were used for the screening of genes that are involved in the remodeling of mushroom body γ neurons.^[@r240])^ This approach provided higher efficiency, higher phenotypic penetrance than RNAi-based gene knockdown. Thus, Cas9 with sgRNA is suitable for the multiple and systematic generation of loss-of-function mutations.

The use of homology-directed repair makes it possible to apply the CRISPR/Cas9 system for the generation of gain-of-function mutations in a thorough way. Saturated genome editing has been performed for functionally important exons of BRCA1 in cultured cells,^[@r241])^ which implies that saturated mutagenesis for any types of functional changes can in principle be conducted for animal behavior. Along this line, vSLENDER, which is an adeno-associated virus-mediated, homology-directed repair-based genome editing conducts neuron-specific genome editing.^[@r242])^ Advance in adeno-associated virus-mediated genome editing method will enable cell type-specific forward and reverse genetic research. Recently developed CRISPR-mediated base editing has further expanded the CRISPR-related tool box that can be applied for forward and reverse genetic research,^[@r243]--[@r245])^ where cytidine deaminases are fused to Cas9 nickase to substitute a single base without generating indels. Mutagenesis screening has identified a critical amino acid in DND1 protein for germ cell development.^[@r246])^

Considering the randomness of mutations is a core strength of forward genetics, the combination of ENU-based random and multiple mutagenesis and genome editing-based more directed mutagenesis may lead to the identification of mutations that exert additive and interactive effects on a target behavior. Eventually, these efforts to elucidate a molecular basis for animal behavior will lead to a deeper understanding of psychiatric and neurological disorders and develop better therapeutic interventions for them.
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![(Color online) Major discoveries mainly due to forward genetics. Major mutants and cloned genes related to behaviors are indicated for fruit fly, nematode, zebrafish, and mouse in chronological order. Several technical advances are also indicated. \# indicates transcription factors. & indicates channels or transporters. Before 1990, however, the function of the gene was usually unknown at the time of gene identification. TTFL: transcription--translation feedback loop.](pjab-96-010-g001){#fig01}

![(Color online) Forward genetic screening schemes. **A.** Dominant screening identifies a heterozygous mutation (*m*/+) that causes phenotypic changes. **B.** Recessive screening identifies a homozygous mutation (*m*/*m*) that causes phenotypic changes. Compared with dominant screening, recessive screening takes a larger number of generations to identify a mutation. **C.** Suppressor screening begins with the injection of ENU to the phenodeviants (*m*/*m*). The effect of the suppressor mutation on the phenotype was assessed using heterozygous mutant mice (*m*/+). **D.** Histogram of a pedigree with a strong dominant phenotype. The two peaks are mice heterozygous for the mutant gene (*m*/+; red bars) and mice without the mutant gene (+/+; blue bars). **E.** Histogram of a pedigree with a strong recessive phenotype. The two peaks are mice homozygous for the mutant gene (*m*/*m*; red bars) and mice without the mutant gene (+/+; blue bars). Heterozygous mice (*m*/+) are omitted from this histogram. **F.** Histogram of heterozygous mutant mice (*m*/+) with a suppressor mutation (*sup*/+; green bars) or without the mutation (red bars). **G.** Histogram of heterozygous mutant mice (*m*/+) with an enhancer mutation (*en*/+; purple bars) or without the mutation (red bars).](pjab-96-010-g002){#fig02}

![(Color online) SIK3 and ion channels related to sleep changes. **A.** KCNA2 has 6 transmembrane segments and the selective filter formed by a TVGYG sequence. **B.** CACNA1A is composed of four repeats of 6 transmembrane segments and has a selective filter motif of EEEE. The substitution of F102 to L decreased the time spent in wakefulness in *Drowsy* mutants. **C.** NALCN has four repeats of 6 transmembrane domains and has the selective filter motif of EEKE. The substitution of N315 to K caused abnormal REM sleep in *Dreamless* mutants. **D.** Wild-type murine SIK3 has a kinase domain and protein kinase A (PKA)-phosphorylation site, S551. **E.** *Slp* mutant SIK3 lacks the exon13-encoded region. **F.** Serine 551 of SIK3 is substituted with alanine. **G.** *Drosophila* SIK3 orthologue has a PKA-phosphorylation site, S563, equivalent to murine S551. **H.** *C. elegans* SIK3 orthologue, kin-29 has the PKA-phosphorylation site, S517.](pjab-96-010-g003){#fig03}
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